MUSIC 245X4 Recital Performance

Student Learning Outcomes:

- Develop practice and rehearsal techniques
- Develop recital etiquette and performance techniques
- Research and write program notes
- Produce a live performance

Methods of Assessment:

- Portfolio
- Recital program and program notes
- Recital performance

Use of Results:

- The results will be used in annual SLO assessment and as an aid in course development, staff development, and program review

Rubric:

- 0 Demonstrates no ability to produce a live recital performance
- 1 Demonstrates some ability to produce a recital performance, but lacks level appropriate performance or documentation sophistication
- 2 Demonstrates performance ability but lacks stylistic perfection and/or demonstrates ability to produce recital documentation without stylistic perfection
- 3 Demonstrates ability to perform in and produce a recital with stylistic accuracy
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